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This year has been one for the history books.
We have experienced so much already and Spring
brings hope for the end of this unprecedented year.
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This newsletter is all about Spring cleaning your
finances.
However 2020 has been in your experience, it is always
a good time to spring clean!
We have exciting information and resources in our
newsletter, so please enjoy and use them to assist in
your financial well being.

by Anonymous

FINANCIAL LITERACY
Financial literacy is the merging of effective financial, credit and debt management
skills and the knowledge that is necessary to make financially responsible decisions
– decisions that are integral to our everyday lives.
With the concept of ‘money’ a long absent subject in formal education curriculum
and considered a taboo topic in most social settings, the responsibility for educating
younger generations about effective money management skills has often been
assumed by those who have come before, with parents passing down their
knowledge and experience to their children. While inter-generational sharing of
knowledge is an important component of family connectedness and is important to
creating healthy habits and attitudes towards money, so too does it have the
capacity for harm as inaccurate myths, outdated practices or anxieties about
personal finances can also be shared.
Continued page 2
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Continued from page 1
The Federal Australian Government’s recent changes to the Jobseeker rate
highlights an increased need for greater access to financial education programs to
ensure families are better able to cope with fluctuating changes to their income,
allowing them to create more resilient financial futures for themselves and their
children.
CEDA’s (Committee for Economic Development of Australia) Addressing
Entrenched Disadvantage in Australia report 2015, identifies that “About a
quarter of the people who manage to exit poverty have returned to being poor
within two years; and about 12 to 15 % of poor households are still poor 11 years
later”.
Many non-Government organisations are reporting that even with the added
COVID-19 financial support, many families are still struggling to exit ‘chronic
poverty’ and are unable to afford basic costs of living. So what happens when
this support is scaled back?
For some time education has been identified as being a major influence on
positive social and economic outcomes for not only individuals but for whole
communities. This is also an appropriate stance to take when it comes to
financial education.

If there was ever a time to introduce community based financial literacy
education it is now. The Nowra Smith Family and Shoalhaven Community College
are in the planning phase of bringing a Financial Literacy course to Shoalhaven
families who are participating in a Learning for Life scholarship. In addition to this
The Smith Family offers a Certificate I in Financial Services to local Nowra
students completing year 10, and the opportunity for parents to complete a
‘Money Minded’ course through The Smith Family’s ‘Saver Plus’ program.
Recent ‘Saver Plus’ participants have shared experiences, explaining primary
motives for signing up to the program was to understand how to manage money
better, in particular ,how to save:
“I am a single mother of twins and this year was the first year I have had
$1000 to be able put towards back-to-school costs. This money helped pay
for two tablets and a total of 8 new uniforms, new shoes, etc. Going through
this period stress free after the cost of Xmas and 3 birthdays was absolutely
priceless. I can see the value in saving up for times like these and I am
already saving for back-to-school costs 2021”.
“During the financial classes I found I could access alot [sic] more services
than I initially thought and since then I have been able to bring down the cost
of my insurance and power bill. The value in knowledge of this program is
something that will help me for a long time.” (‘Saver Plus’ participants, 2020)
Continued page 3
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Continued from page 2

With increased skill comes empowerment and motivation thus positively changing
the trajectory of life outcomes for the individual and indeed the community.
Facebook

Nowra

Twitter

72 Berry Street

1800 024 069

4423 3537
Bomaderry Community
Centre

Gentle
Exercise

Tuesdays
11:00am-12:00pm

Benefits
 Strong bones
 Keep your fitness
for everyday life
 Ease aches & pains
 Fun & Friendship
Contact: Jaye Cartwright

Huskisson Community
Centre
Thursdays
12:00pm-1:30pm
0401 200 720

http://jayecartwright.zumba.com
www.fitness2ushoalhaven.com.au

COST:
$7.00 per session

Signs and Symptoms of Kennel Cough
Symptoms: main symptom: consistent, forceful cough, may also have: sneezing,
runny nose, and eye discharge.
Causes and sounds of Kennel Cough: Can be caused by a different number of
bacteria and viruses or combination. Sometimes it can sound like something is
stuck in their throat, it can be dry and hoarse, or produce mucus which the dog
often tries to swallow. It does not sound like a sneeze or reverse sneeze.
How does your dog get it? From being around other dogs with the cough. Factors
that enhance the likelihood of infection include: other dogs, being in crowded
conditions (puppy farms), poor ventilation, cold temperatures, exposure to dust or
cigarette smoke, travel-induced stress. It is spread by coughing, or shared objects
such as dog toys and food/water bowls.
Kennel cough usually clears up within 3 weeks - up to 6 weeks for older dogs with
pre-existing issues. It CAN progress to pneumonia, so vet assistance is required if
the symptoms do not clear up (notify the vet beforehand so the vet can minimise
risks to other dogs). If your dog seems perky and eating well keep them in a humid
area and avoid using a collar. Raw honey (1/2 to 1 tspn 3-4/day) can help.
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4 ingredient golden milk
mix and milk
minimalistbaker.com

Easy to make
Sugar free
Grain free

Anti-inflammatory
Gluten free
Vegan

Ingredients
GOLDEN MILK MIX
18.67 g ground turmeric
2 tsp ground ginger & ground cinnamon
(plus more to taste)
1 tsp ground black pepper (plus more to taste)
ADD-INS (optional)

TO MAKE GOLDEN MILK
1 heaped tsp Golden Milk Mix
1-2 tsp sweetener of choice
(eg, maple syrup or stevia to taste)
2 tsp hot water
240 ml s dairy-free milk
(eg, light coconut milk)

1/8 tsp ground nutmeg
1/8 tsp ground clove

To make mix: add all spices (add-ins optional) to a small jar and shake or stir
thoroughly to combine.
Will keep at room temperature up to 3 months., or can be stored in the
refrigerator. Double the recipe if you intend to use it daily.
To make HOT golden milk: add 1 heaped tsp Golden Milk Mix, 1-2 tsp sweetener of
choice (more or less to taste), and 2 tsp water to a small saucepan. Use a spoon to
mix into a loose paste (you want as few clumps as possible), then add dairy-free
milk of choice and whisk to combine. Heat over medium heat until just hot/warm
(not boiling).
To make ICED* golden milk: add 1 heaped tsp Golden Milk Mix, 1-2 tsp sweetener
of choice (more or less to taste), and 2 tsp water to a serving glass. Use a spoon to
mix into a loose paste (you want as few clumps as possible), then add several
ice cubes and top with dairy-free milk of choice. Stir to combine.

In addition to being used to make golden milk, it can also be used as a spice
mix for vegetables, soups, smoothies, and more!
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Justice Volunteer
Are you interested in volunteering that can change lives and help someone in
prison get their life back on track?
The VMS pairs mentors in the Nowra community with mentees in custody who are
preparing for release. Volunteers take participants on monthly excursions outside
the prison as part of their Sponsored Leave, helping them to practice being in the
community. This might involve taking them to a job interview, sharing a meal,
teaching them how to use an Opal card, or introducing them to services that can
support them.
Through this relationship you can help your mentee to gain confidence, resources,
and a sense of connection to their community, all of which can make their release
a smoother process and reduce their chances of returning to custody.
We are looking for volunteers who:
 come from a diverse range of identities and backgrounds (any gender,
culture, religion, LGBTI , etc)
 have experience or passion for supporting people who have been through
disadvantage, health issues or trauma
 are non-judgemental with strong communication skills
 can volunteer for 1-8 hours per fortnight for 12 months
 have an unrestricted driver’s licence
Applicants with experience/s of incarceration are welcome.
For more information please contact the Nowra
Regional Operations Manager:
Alison Murie
Ph:
02 4428 4900
Mob: 0466 345 124
redcross.org.au|
facebook.com/AustralianRedCross|
twitter.com/RedCrossAU
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Shoalhaven District Senior Citizens Association
EVERYONE Welcome (NO AGE LIMIT)
39b Berry Street NOWRA
e-mail: shoalhavenseniors@outlook.com
Open: 8:30AM - 1:30 PM

Monday-Thursday

The Centre offers:
as well as:

Café:




light meals and refreshments
affordable prices, volunteer operated





mystery day and overnight
bus tours
smiles and chats
centre available for hire

Up the alleyway beside coffee’liscious, Ella Baché Nowra, Bosco Accounting, and
the CWA. Signposted.

A WORD FROM MAXINE
Manager, Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services
Currently in the Shoalhaven there are a couple of
opportunities available to participate in some workshops
which focus on finances and budgets.
What a great way to start Spring and spring clean your
finances by taking advantage of these opportunities.
To find out the details of the workshops, please call the
Neighbourhood Centre on 4421 5077.
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Our housing system is broken.
Whether you’re struggling to find shelter each night
or looking to buy your first home, the government
can do simple things to fix the system - to make sure
everyone has a home.
Renters, first homebuyers and people who just need a safe roof over their heads what happens to one of us, affects everybody. It’s time to fix the housing system.
Ordinary Australians are being locked out of homeownership.
Renters are missing out and having to move from house to house, and there’s
nowhere else for many people to go.
https://everybodyshome.com.au/take-action/everybodyshome

Raise the Rate for Good
As we grapple with the ongoing health and economic
crises, we must ensure everyone is supported to cover
the basics.
More people than ever will be struggling to find paid work.
We cannot turn back to the brutality of people struggling to survive on $40 a day.
https://raisetherate.org.au/about/

About the campaign
The Australian Council of Social Service is a
national advocate for action to reduce poverty
and inequality, and the peak body for the
community services sector in Australia. Our vision
is for a fair, inclusive and sustainable Australia
where all individuals and communities can
participate in and benefit from social and
economic life.
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With regret, Shoalhaven Anti-Poverty Committee will
postpone the Prosperity in the Park event for
2020. We will be back in 2021 with news of an event!

MANAGING YOUR MONEY WELL
Based in the Shoalhaven, Managing Your Money Well was developed in 2019 by
the Pay Day Lending Sub-Committee of the Shoalhaven Anti-Poverty Committee.
Our Aim is to educate the community on ways to save and lead financially smart
lives, when possible.
Managing Your Money Well is a not-for-profit referral site, advocating for better
financial education.
The Managing Your Money Well team is working hard on providing the best
experience, information and advice for you. We provide up-to-date information on
this site about local services.
www.managingyourmoneywell.org.au

TAX HELP APPOINTMENTS NOW AVAILABLE
Appointments are now available at both Neighbourhood Centres;
41 Worrigee Street and 2/80 Park Road- Free assistance to lodge simple tax
returns.
Book now on 4421 5077!
This is an initiative that we are pleased to be able to offer each year through
the co-ordination of the Australian Taxation Office and our BRILLIANT local
volunteers!
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Community Connection Cards

- to help you connect with your
neighbour. If you want to help, or just want to say hi! please cut out and fill in the
Connection Card and drop it into your neighbour’s mailbox.

HELLO!
My name is:

……..…………………………………………………………………………………...

I live locally at:

…………………………………………………………………………………………..

My phone number is

………………………………………………………………………………..

If you are isolating due to COVID-19 I can help with:


picking up shopping



posting mail



a friendly phone call



urgent supplies



something else

If you are in crisis call Lifeline: 13 11 14
In case of emergency call:
000
Coronovirus is contagious. Please take every precaution to ensure you are spreading only
kindness. Avoid physical contact (1.5m distance). Wash your hands regularly and before
delivering and dropping off your items. Items should be left on the doorstep. Many stores
take phone orders so no money needs to change hands.
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HELPING A FAMILY MEMBER OR FRIEND WHO HAS BECOME A
SCAMMER’s TARGET
A family member who is a target of a scam may be too caught up in the scammer’s
web of deceit to recognise they are being scammed. You can play a vital role in
protecting your loved one from harm.

Identify the scam
First thing is to work out if they are being or have been scammed.
Investigate: check for warning signs (scamwatch.gov.au/types-of-scams), what
opportunities are being offered, get them in writing,
Research: check unfamiliar companies (asic.gov.au), run image searches for
previous image usage.
Review: once scam confirmed check with the family member to give them some
control.

Grooming
This is done through regular contact to build a trusting relationship with the
intended victim (romance or friendship). Once trust has been successfully gained
the groomer will attempt to separate the victim from family, friends and
colleagues.
Initial contact can be done via a friend request on Facebook or other online outlet,
describing themselves and posting a stolen image. Do a google search for the
image, check the the standard of English, if money transfers begin to be requested
- CEASE CONTACT.

Warning Signs
Any changes in the person’s lifestyle?
Withdrawn?
Suspicious or unusual activities - especially financial? See if you can check their
financial statements.
NOTE
Helping someone who has
become a scammer’s target
should be with their consent.
You may have to seek help
from your local police station
or a scam victim support
group to help you and the
family member or friend.
continued page 11
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continued from page 10

HOW TO HELP
The family member or friend may be in denial (embarrassed perhaps) to accept
help. Check online - the scammer’s details may already be on anti-scam sites.
Show the information to the family member/friend. Refer them to reputable sites
which detail real-life stories of being scammed, or let them know they are one of
many victims (scamwatch.gov.au/types-of-scams or scamwatch.gov.au/get-help-/
real-life-stories). There are also scam stories in some magazines, eg, That’s Life.





‘unfriend’ from social media sites apps (eg, facebook)
block from e-mail: have your e-mail automatically bin e-mails from that
address/name/other identifying factor
find out any personal details that have been given from the family member
Change: e-mail or telephone number if contact from scammer continues

For an example of the difficulties in helping a target of scammers:
https://www.drphil.com/shows/2020-05-16-to-2020-05-22 Season 18, ep 182

Wildlife Rescue App for iPad,
iPhone or tablet
Under the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act, if a motorist hits an animal they are
obliged to stop, render assistance or call
someone who can help.

A joint initiative by the International Fund for
Animal Welfare, (IFAW) and the NSW Wildlife
Council (NWC), this mobile site will give you some
information on who to call and what to do if you
find an injured animal in NSW - whether you are
out driving or walking, or at your home - until a
trained helper can take over.
This is for NSW only but will soon expand to
other states.

https://www.ifaw.org/au/resources/wildlife-rescue-app
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strokefoundation.org.au

The Stroke Foundation is a national charity that partners with the community to
prevent, treat and beat stroke. We stand alongside stroke survivors and their
families, healthcare professionals and researchers.
People who have had a stroke should be aware that, just like with the flu, they are
at a higher risk of severe symptoms and complications from COVID -19.
SIGNS OF STROKE
 Weakness or numbness or paralysis of the face, arm or leg on either or both
sides of the body
 Difficulty speaking or understanding
 Dizziness, loss of balance or an unexplained fall
 Loss of vision, sudden blurring or decreased vision in one or both eyes
 Headache, usually severe and abrupt onset or unexplained change in the
pattern of headaches
 Difficulty swallowing
Sometimes the signs disappear within a short time, such as a few minutes. When
this happens, it may be a transient ischaemic attack (TIA). After a TIA, your risk of
stroke is higher. Stroke can lead to death or disability. A TIA is a warning that you
may have a stroke and an opportunity to prevent this from happening .
StrokeLine’s health professionals provide information and advice on stroke
treatment, prevention and recovery.
Ph: 1800 787 653
enableme is a website dedicated to stroke recovery and support.
enableme.org.au
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Subject to change to meet latest health advice

Updated 13 July 2020
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Virtual Monkey
Mondays Playgroup
coming soon
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed

Pram Walking
every Tuesday (during the Term)
at 10:00am from 41 Worrigee
Street, Nowra
Please call 4421 5077 to register.

SPRING 2020 MIND CHALLENGE - FIND-a-WORD
Find and mark all words in the list hidden inside
the box. Words can be found going in any
direction: vertically, horizontally, diagonally,
including backwards or bottom to top.
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BULBS
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RAIN
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SPRING
YELLOW
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Dymocks is constantly evolving
to keep pace with today’s
customers and prides itself on
setting
the
standard
in
bookselling, and leading the way
with the same enthusiasm and
progressive retail approach that
has ensured its business
success to this day.

David Chan has been teaching
photography for over 28 years,
receiving a number of nominations for
Tutor of the Year award. His patience
and commitment to teaching the art
form has transformed his students
into masterful photographers.
To register for a class or for one on
one tuition call David on
0409 433 332

Want to place an advertisement in our Community News? It’s easy e-mail community@sns.org.au. Reasonable rates apply.
Our Community News is produced by a
small team of volunteers and staff at
Shoalhaven Neighbourhood Services.
You can support us by advertising in,
or sponsoring, the newsletter or
volunteering to help produce it. For
more information call Fiona on
4421 5077.
Estimated readership over 9,000 in
the Nowra area

Looking to Volunteer?
We have some great
opportunities for you
to connect to your
community.
Please call on 4421 5077.
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Page size A5

Total price
(GST inc)

1/4

11.00

1/2

22.00

Full

44.00

